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An English Scholar's Evidence That the Cradle of Mankind Was the "Lost
Continent of Mu," Which Sank Beneath the Sea 13,000 Years Ago With
Its 64,000,000
Inhabitants,
and From
Which Came
the Civilization
of Egypt and
All Others

T

HE Garden of Eden was not in
Asia, but on a now sunken continent in the Pacific Ocean. The
Biblical story of Creation, the epic of
the seven days from chaos to man, did
not come first from the Euphrates
Valley or the Nile, but from this submerged continent which was called
Mu, and was the Motherland of man.
Civilization did not originate in Egypt
about fi.OOO years B. C., as some scientists believe. It originated on Mu
more than 200,000 years ago and
spread from there all over the earth.
Mu was sunk with 64,000,000 people
about 13,000 years ago. It was destroyed by volcanic forces and tidal
waves.
The civilization of Mu flourished beThe Destruction of the Motherland of Mu by Earthquake and Cataclysmic Waves. From a Drawing by Colonel James
f o r e e i t h e r the
Churchward ill His Book, "The Lost Continent of Mu." Copyright by James Churchward.
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which the writer claims to have de- lower Egypt came from Atlantis; the
volcanic ash. Beneath this were the
Colonel Churchward is an English
ciphered, is set out in what is known first settlers in Upper Egypt came
ruins of the third city, which, of
scholar. He says that in 1875 he was course, must have been built first.
as the Troana Manuscript. This is one from India; subsequently both colonies
sent to Central India to assist in This had been destroyed by volcanic
The Kxplorcr's Mnp of llic "Losl Conliiienl of Mn," Slioiving Ils Hypoihciical
of a half-dozen or so hooks of the May- were augmented by colonies from the
famine relief. Here he met a high forces and earthquakes, and later covPosition in ilic Pacific Ocean Between llic Americas and Asia.
ans which survived the wholesale de- Motherland; that the inhabitants of Mu
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In these ruins Niven unearthed was created upon it, and the name
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dent tablets which had been hidden with symbols unlike any before found
Mexico. It is now in the British Mu- destroyed nnd made impassable and
several platforms of enormous cut and
The symbols, which are phrases or
"for thousands of years" in the temple in Mexico. They were so curious that
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Colonel Churchward asserts uninhabitable for a long time by catadressed atones. These seem to have
vaults. They were written in "Naacal," he spent three years searching for more, words, have been segregated from the
that it "speaks of Mu, using the same clysms; that in Egypt Mu the Motherbeen
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which the priest, told him was the ori- and finally got together 2,GOO of them.
symbols for it that one finds in India, land was also called the Lands of the
when occurred whatever catastrophe
ginal language of the world. The These are now in Tampico, Mexico, beneath the main drawing.
West and K u i land; that Egypt was
The. land of Mu, he says, was an it was that put an end to Easter Is- Burma and Egypt."
priest taught Churchward this lan- because the Mexican Government will
According to Colonel Churchward'? once a colony of Mu, and a f t e r Mi;
guage, and together the two de- not allow them to be taken out of the island rontinent measuring 5;000 miles land's statue-making. Many scientists translation^ the page'from the Troana went down became an Empire."
from east to west and about 3,000 believe that the island must have been
ciphered the tablets. They narrated country. Colonel Churchward heard
The lost continent is described by
from north to south. Narrow chan- much larger in the long ago, and-tha t manuscript reproduced on this page
the story of creation and designated
thp writer, from tablets and ancient
of the discovery and went to look at nels or seas cut it into three portions. what remains of it was actually an reads:
"the lost land of Mu" as the birth- the tablets. He found to his astonishdocuments,
as a tropical country, im"In the year fi Kan, on the 11 Muluc,
It extended from the north of what is immense quarry where monuments and
place of man.
mensely fertile, with no mountains.
ment that Kevin's inscribed stones now Hawaii, with a line between the dressed stones were cut to be removed in the month of Zac, there occurred
This friendship continued for twelve were written in symbols which he was
until the 13 Chucn with- .Roaming through the primeval forests
present Easter Island and the Pijis as to other parts now beneath the ocean. earthquakes
years, by which time Churchward had able to interpret' by comparison with
interruption. The country of the were mastodons and othel' vanished
The explanation of Mu's submersion out
its southern boundary. Easter Island,
mastered the Naacal, and had sufficient the Naacal. He translated them, and
hills of earth—the land, of Mu—was forms of animal life. Broad, smooth
knowledge of the civilization described there again was the story of the lost whose gigantic statues arc one of the which Colonel Churchward furnishes, sacrificed. Twice unheavcd, it disap- roads ran in all directions.
on the tablets to search for further Motherland. His conclusion is that greatest mysteries of archeology, was based on years of occanographic study, peared during the night, having been
Many scientists are likely to take
then a part of the mainland of Mu. is that the primary rock foundations constantly shaken by the fires of the issue with Colonel Churchward upon
evidences of it.
the ruins among which they were found
on which Mu rested were undermined underneath.
The statues arc relics of its civilization,
He went first to the Caroline Islands had been originally a colony of Mu.
Being confined, these some of his statements and concluby n scries of cavities filled with caused the land to rise and to sink sev- sions. They will probably assert that,
in the South Seas, which islands, he
The translation of the Niven tablet according to the new theory.
The Easter Island natives have n highlv explosive gas. This gas at last eral times in .various places. At last prepossessed by an idea, he has taken
says, are remnants of the sunken con- No. 51, a drawing of which is on this
found volcanic vent, and as a result the surface gave way and the ten coun- many things for confirmations which
tinent. There he found rock carvings page, reads as follows, according to legend that runs: "This place was once
a part of a great continent of land, the caverns were shattered, their roofs tries (or tribes) were torn asunder arc equally as susceptible to other and
in the lost language which he claims Colonel Churchward:
crossed
with
many
roads,
beautifully
fell and with them collapsed the land and scattered. They sank with their quite different interpretations. It is
he was able to read. Then he journeyed
"By command of the great Creator,
to Tibet nnd Central Asia. After this the Nameless, whose symbol is the Sun, paved with flat stones. The roads they upheld. H is, of course, well- (M.000,000 inhabitants 8000 years be- also unfortunate that there is none but
he went to Egypt and discovered in the called Ha, the Forces which emanate were cunningly constructed to repre- known that the whole territory taken fore the writing of this hook.
himself who can read what lie terms
in by Colonel Churchward's hypoEgypt was colonized by Mnyna, com- "the Naacal characters," and so proMuhiq Museum, of Cairo, ancient rec- from His wishes and desires put the sent the plan of the web of the grey
thetical mup of Mu is volcanic.
ing from Atlantis under the leadership vide a check upon his translation.
ords which his knowledge of the Naacal fires of the underneath into action, for and black pointed spider, and no man
ennblrd him to translate and which also the purpose of using their powers and
could discover the bcginnihg or the end
Although the cradle of humanity of Thoth, about Ki.OOO years ago,
Nevertheless, his books reveal an
told of Mu. He studied prehistoric force to raise the bed of the ocean
thereof."
was wiped out, except n few fragments Colonel Churchward thinks. Thoth enormous amount of ethnological and
ruins nml monuments in many other until it appeared above the waters for
Easter Islnnd is a tiny spot, only now constituting island groups of the was later defined by the Egyptians as archeological research, and his illuslands, Bloodily gaining further con- man, who was to ho created, to live thirteen miles in length. Its greatest
trations arc full of interest, irrespecSouth Pacific, the world was not there- the god of wisdom.
firmation.
The Troann manuscript, according tive, of his hypothesis.
upon. The Inml was raised and man width Is seven miles. One of the mys- by deprived of its population, because
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